SPECIFIC RADIO TUNE-UPS (Cont'd):

TRUETONE CYJ4862A-87

TX. ADJ.: Peak: L-5, T-3, T-4, L-7, L-11, L-12
RV-2 - AMC (Defeat, C-96)
RV-4 - RF Mtr. Adj.
RV601- PA Sensitivity Adj.

REALISTIC TRC-470 AM/FM/CB 21-1591

These units are dogs! Don't know who the manufacturer was, but they are real lemons!
Any way, here goes:

Remove thermistor 301; change to 1K, 1/2 watt
Remove thermistor 501, R-510, R-551, network sleeved in radio, take out - change to 20K, 1/2 watt.